
The Ultimate Elvis Trivia Challenge: Test Your
Knowledge of the King
Are you an avid fan of the King of Rock and Roll? Do you know your
"Heartbreak Hotel" from your "Hound Dog"? If you think you're a true Elvis
Presley aficionado, then brace yourself for the ultimate Elvis Trivia
Challenge!
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This comprehensive quiz will put your knowledge of Elvis to the ultimate
test. From his iconic movies to his chart-topping hits, no stone will be left
unturned. So, grab your blue suede shoes and get ready to rock and roll
through the life and legacy of The King of Rock and Roll.

Elvis Presley's Early Life and Career

1. What was Elvis Presley's birthdate and birthplace? (Answer)

2. What was the name of the high school Elvis attended? (Answer)
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3. Who discovered Elvis Presley and signed him to his first record deal?
(Answer)

4. What was the title of Elvis's debut single? (Answer)

5. Which of Elvis's early hits became his signature song? (Answer)

Elvis Presley's Movie Career

6. What was the title of Elvis's first movie? (Answer)

7. Which of Elvis's movies featured him as a race car driver? (Answer)

8. What was the name of the love interest played by Ann-Margret in
Elvis's movie "Viva Las Vegas"? (Answer)

9. Which of Elvis's movies was a critical and commercial failure?
(Answer)

10. What was the title of Elvis's last movie? (Answer)

Elvis Presley's Music Career

11. How many number-one singles did Elvis Presley have on the Billboard
Hot 100 chart? (Answer)

12. Which of Elvis's songs won the Grammy Award for Record of the
Year? (Answer)

13. What was the name of Elvis's backing band? (Answer)

14. Which of Elvis's albums was the first to sell over a million copies?
(Answer)

15. What was the title of Elvis's comeback album? (Answer)

Elvis Presley's Personal Life



16. What was the name of Elvis Presley's wife? (Answer)

17. How many children did Elvis Presley have? (Answer)

18. What was the name of Elvis Presley's estate? (Answer)

19. When and how did Elvis Presley die? (Answer)

Bonus Question

21. What was the name of Elvis Presley's pet chimpanzee? (Answer)

Congratulations on completing the Elvis Trivia Challenge! If you answered
most of the questions correctly, you are a true Elvis Presley guru. If you
struggled with a few, don't worry, there's always more to learn about The
King. Keep exploring his music, movies, and personal life, and you'll
become an expert in no time.

Elvis Presley was a cultural icon who left an indelible mark on the world of
music and entertainment. His legacy continues to inspire and entertain
millions of fans around the world. So, whether you're a lifelong fan or just
getting to know his music, take some time to appreciate the incredible
talent and enduring influence of The King of Rock and Roll.

Thank you for taking the Elvis Trivia Challenge! We hope you enjoyed it
and learned something new about The King.
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Cello Alternativo: Exploring Contemporary
Pizzicato Techniques for Expressive
Interpretation
: Embracing the Avant-Garde Within the ever-evolving tapestry of musical
expression, the cello has emerged as a vessel for innovation and
experimentation. Cello...

The Social Revolution: Barry Libert's Vision for
a More Just and Equitable Society
In a world where inequality is rampant and the gap between the rich and
the poor is growing wider, Barry Libert's call for a social revolution is...
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